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the science is in republicans are morons google groups - the science is in republicans are morons showing 1 34 of 34
messages the science is in republicans are morons facts for your delusional republican brain way back in the middle of the
19th century fourier of fourier analysis i hope not they appear to be spectacularly stupid people they reject science in favour
of what they re, the republican party has become the antivaccine party - just a reminder the republican party is the anti
science party anti vaccine is just one of the extremely harmful results e g global warming, a modest proposal
protectthetruth george lakoff - first repetition strengthens the synapses in the brain s circuitry second framing first
provides an advantage third negating a frame by saying it s not true activates and strengthens the frame, left brain vs right
brain side effects and dangers war - most males tend to be left brain dominant which explains why they have strong math
and science skills on the other hand the right brain is the feminine side that deals with creativity holistic thought spiritual
awareness and compassion, political diversity will improve social psychological science - keywords academic bias
academic diversity con rmation bias discrimination open science political psychology social psychology he who knows only
his own side of the case knows little of that, why do republicans always say i m not a scientist - the tension within the
republican coalition on this point simmers frequently just below the surface in a recent hearing before congress the u s
chamber of commerce refused to take a position on, science denied why does doubt persist phys org - clouds exist
meteorology is the science of figuring out what they are and how they affect the weather this has nothing to do with belief if
you do want to use science as a belief system it, will a republican congress knock science back into the - are they right
let s take a brief tour of how republican science committee ranking members have voted on various science informed policy
issues these members who will likely become the, scientists closing in on theory of consciousness - tanya lewis staff
writer tanya was a staff writer for live science from 2013 to 2015 covering a wide array of topics ranging from neuroscience
to robotics to strange cute animals, how big oil lost control of its climate misinformation - they have cast doubt on
consensus science confused public opinion and forestalled passage of laws and regulations that would address the global
environmental crisis, the watering hole saturday october 6 2012 republican - the watering hole saturday october 6 2012
republican denial of reality posted on october 6 2012 by wayne a schneider rep paul broun m d r ga is member of the house
committee on science space and technology, why do doctors deny evolution respectful insolence - i m referring to the
question of why there are so many doctors who deny evolution that i ve neglected other interesting areas of the interface
between science and that in reality they, the republican party and the christian right sowing the - they dare not call the
republican fundamentalist alliance what it is an attempt to overthrow the constitutional separation of church and state and
move america in the direction of a theocracy, charles murray s the bell curve about race and iq has bad - these claims
about the baleful impact of social assistance spending are not uncontroversial claims about science indeed they are not
claims about science at all and in the republican party, republicans are in love with their dead magic jeebus man darwin was the first to use data from nature to convince people that evolution is true and his idea of natural selection was
truly novel it testifies to his genius that the con, the politics of climate change in the united states - the 36 of americans
who are more personally concerned about the issue of global climate change whether they are republican or democrat are
much more likely to see climate science as settled to believe that humans are playing a role in causing the earth to warm
and to put great faith in climate scientists, the truth perspective free will is not an illusion why - the great free will debate
has raged for generations but now we live in a world where the establishment intellectuals either deny freedom s existence
completely or tacitly accept it but can t adequately explain it, why do so many people despite the now plentiful evidence
- many people lack the scientific education to appreciate climate science so even if they might otherwise accept it they are
vulnerable to lying rhetoric and propaganda that deny global warming it is of course scientists who first sounded the alarm
about global warming, a modest proposal protectthetruth framelab medium - they seek to deny and distract from the
truth and this requires undermining those who tell it online found that they have a strong grasp of basic brain science it s
about the, trump epa transition head myron ebell denies basic science - and what they really mean is we don t like the
outputs from those climate models and so therefore instead of trying to demonstrate why they re wrong we re just going to
try to dismiss them, how trump and company warmed to climate change msnbc - something unexpected is happening in
the republican presidential field leading gop candidates once denied the reality of manmade climate change but now they
seem to be softening their posture, scientists explain why people vote for republicans - every election season
commentators trot out the old statistics about how more education makes people more likely to support democrats more

studies are published on how liberal daily show viewers, creepy real experiments that sound like science fiction - after
the mice were born the human brain cells developed along with the mouse brain cells proving that human stem cells can
develop into human brain cells in another living animal, the war over reality discovermagazine com - the notion of a
completely objective reality is the bedrock principle of science which is the main reason einstein was so uncomfortable with
bohr s nothing exists without observation take on quantum theory, 4 reasons why many people don t vote science news
for - founded in 2003 science news for students is an award winning online publication dedicated to providing age
appropriate topical science news to learners parents and educators it s part of the science news media group which has
published its flagship magazine since 1922, how pioneering physicist lise meitner brain pickings - how pioneering
physicist lise meitner discovered nuclear fission paved the way for women in science and was denied the nobel prize
science makes people reach selflessly for truth and objectivity it teaches people to accept reality with wonder and
admiration not to mention the deep joy and awe that the natural order of things brings to, re can we blame the christians
for the republican party - if science has a specific prediction on future weather then please explain all the variables and tell
me what the weather is going to be in new york city, the g o p s war on science gets worse spreading - making sense of
climate science denial climate change is real so why the controversy and debate learn to make sense of the science and to
respond to climate change denial find this pin and more on climate crisis denial and obstruction by jocelyn stoller,
considering the concept of after life is not conclusively - the concept of god isn t confirmed or denied by science yet
some people deny god is real the concept of the afterlife while usually tied to a belief in god doesn t benefit from untying it it
still has the same problem no physical evidence to support its existence, rationally speaking why do libertarians deny
climate change - why most libertarians deny climate change is an interesting question but it does not impinge upon
skeptical and scientifically informed views about current climate science reply delete mintman may 28 2010 2 57 am, the
republican in charge of the house science committee is - texas rep lamar smith the republican official in charge of the
house science space and technology committee has now penned an editorial urging the public not to buy into hysteria over,
the science of you like me you really like me - the science of you like me you really like me so even strangers we don t
want to interact with activate the brain s reward system when they tell us they like female governor has won over some
lifelong republican voters why is your skin so good 10 00 a m how, why don t scientists believe in god compellingtruth
org - why don t scientists believe in god in 1997 the science journal nature reported that 40 percent of scientists in the u s
believed in a personal god the same amount as had believed eighty years prior however when those results were filtered to
include only members of the national academy of sciences the number dropped to 10 percent, what science tells us about
spirituality wksu - tony jack director of the brain mind and consciousness lab at case western reserve university says our
difficulty reconciling science and spirituality stems from our wiring the brain evolved so that we have different ways of
thinking suited to different sorts of tasks says jack, these scientists may be your next members of congress - the idea of
food deserts was a reality not just in a textbook or written into some policy paper republican science background but i don t
know how they do their job without it i use, inside the renegade republican movement for tackling - so why are
republican lawmakers looking the other way when it comes to global warming they don t live in miami says the city s mayor
tom s regalado a member of the republican party, are we living in a computer simulation the nature of - explore the best
of pbs science programs and science news video and web content from your favorite pbs shows like nature nova and more
animals space and astronomy natural history, there s a reason why only 9 of all scientists identify as - republican denial
of reality you are suffering from republicanism bill nye the science guy reiterates what we have known for a long time but
there are still legions of adults who are teaching their kids this nonsense these are not the fringe lunatics of the republican
party they are the leaders see more liberal politics, here are all the senators who do and don t believe in - good job
senator roger wicker republican from mississippi 1 you do not believe science you do not believe science but then brian
schatz democrat from hawaii decided to push the issue, got a preexisting condition the trump administration - in other
words the administration wants insurers to be able to deny coverage to the people most in need of it or to charge them
considerably higher premiums than they re allowed to charge today, capitalism vs the climate the nation - indeed if you
ask the heartlanders climate change makes some kind of left wing revolution virtually inevitable which is precisely why they
are so determined to deny its reality, the republican brain the science of why they deny science - amazon co jp the
republican brain the science of why they deny science and reality english edition chris mooney kindle amazon kindle,
philosophy and science marxists internet archive - philosophy and science the touchstone of the value of philosophy as
a world view and methodology is the degree to which it is interconnected with life this interconnection may be both direct

and indirect through the whole system of culture through science art morality religion law and politics, these conservatives
want to convince you that climate - a new ad campaign tries to make it clear that climate change is real and that
acceptance of the science isn t a partisan issue, why republicans cannot replace the aca or accomplish - republican
congressman lamar smith leads the house committee responsible for much of our nation s science funding he is convinced
that climate change is a hoax perpetuated by scientists with, why do political economic and scientific leaders deny - 37
above all the crazy irrationality of both the public and the republican leaders they elect as is well documented in chris
mooney s 2012 book the republican brain the science of why they deny science and reality, online dating the psychology
and reality elsevier - online dating the psychology and reality online dating the psychology and reality a science writer
explores dating sites like match com tinder eharmony and chemistry interviewing experts along the way they loved to ski
surf go to the theater travel to exotic places go for walks on the beach run marathons and read, why do some people in
the usa want to deny reality deny - once a fact comes along that makes them feel bad they will usually take an interest in
wanting to deny it instead of accept it the common person is an idiot that being said most people in the modern world and
even third world accept that race is real, do scared people vote republican anewdomain - do scared people vote
republican encounters with ambiguity particularly with death salience drive one towards nationalist and xenophobic attitudes
that is the key finding of the experiments behind the handbook of experimental existential psychology
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